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Nickelodeon's Dora the Explorer gets a checkup from her doctor and dentist! This 2-in-1 storybook

featuring two Dora stories is a great read for girls ages 3â€“7 plus it includes over 50 stickers!
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My 2 and 5 year old love this book. You get 2 books in one. It was recommended by my family

dentist when we started bringing my youngest in for check-ups. Goes over lots of dentist tools and

shows the exam in a positive way. Bonus--lots of stickers so this book is fun to play with, too! Great

value!!

Bought this right before taking my 2 year old to the dentist. I read it to her every day for 3-4 days

before the appointment and by the time we went, she knew exactly what to expect at the dentist and

the appointment went really well.

Great buy, My granddaugter (20 months old) had to have it read to her at least twice a day.She

LOVED the stickers in the center (sticker sheets for dentist and doctor visit).

This is a great book if you love Dora the Explorer. It's two stories in one and great to talk about



going to the doctor and dentist.

I purchased this book to help prepare my 2 yr old for the dentist. She loved it!! It made the dentist

visit much more enjoyable.

My 2.5-year-old daughter loves this 2-in-1 book. She loves the informative stories and enjoys the

stickers as well.

our quadrapalegic grandson and great nephew both love these and being our quadrapalegic

grandson can not do anything even swat a mosquito off him or turn in the bed these dvds are all he

has to keep him company and we call them his friends and dora his girlfriend which tickles him. we

are also learning some spanish words and he thinks that sounds funny too. he likes the different

sounds and all the music.

My 4 year old son loves watching Dora. I used a toy doctor kit as well as a tooth brush and

toothpaste while reading the stories to help my son prepare for doctor and dentist visits-really

helped!
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